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Dinosaur discoveries, stomping sound poems and
storytelling with giant inflatable dinosaurs! Leap onto the

back of Wings - the magic pterodactyl and soar over Roar
Island to collect missing dinosaur facts. Gilbert & ET

Harper immerse your young adventurers in the thrilling
world of narrative non-fiction. An exciting opportunity for

imaginations to explore the prehistoric wonderland created
in Dylan’s Amazing Dinosaurs books.

Roll up! Roll Up! Gilbert Giggles, circus performer
extraordinaire and Amazing Esme author Tamara
Macfarlane present hilarious interactive activities
that expound the importance of character, setting

and action in any story… Take the chance to pull a
character from a suitcase, dress up as a donkey,

run away with the circus, and create a
spontaneous setting. Brace yourselves for an

author event like no other!

THREE AUTHOR EVENTS IN ONE 
BRILLIANT DAY!

FOUNDATION AND YEAR ONE

YEARS TWO AND THREE

YEARS FOUR, FIVE AND SIX

CIRCUS

 

Join Merlin the legendary sorcerer on a quest to save the planet
with the help of dragons. The world is on the cusp of destruction.
Humans have unleashed toxic dragons with their mining of the

earth’s vast depths and felling of the great forests. Only a master
dragon can tame these unleashed potent forces and teach

humankind to protect the planet. Merlin needs you to help him to
discover the dragons and find the elements for his spell to

conceive a master dragon. Are you ready?



BOOKING DETAILS

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU

Tamara Macfarlane, children’s
author and award-winning
bookshop owner, has joined
forces with London’s top
children's entertainer, Gilbert
Giggles, to present a whole day
of energetic, entertaining and
engaging author events -
ensuring every child gets a
chance to celebrate reading for
pleasure.

'Best author event that we have had in the ten years that
I have been at the school. They fully engaged all the

children, even the most reluctant ones were captivated.' 
St Matthews Primary, Redhill

One Simple Way to Book:  
Email: gilbert@gilbertgiggles.co.uk 

 All Inclusive Zoom Price: 
£450 

A pre order form for the books will be sent to the school so
that children can order the books and have them sent out




